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Abstract

In this paper, we study reliable distributed publish/subscribe (P/S) systems that can “tolerate” mul-
tiple simultaneous node crash failures. We formally define arouting consistency property, and propose
scalable algorithms that establish and maintain consistency in order to guarantee reliable, in-order, and
duplicate-free delivery of messages. Furthermore, we introduce a system configuration parameter,δ,
that corresponds to the maximum number of simultaneous nodefailures that do not compromise P/S re-
liability guarantees or prevent system operations. This isachieved via replication of routing information
in a fully decentralized manner compatible with the multicast nature of distributed P/S systems. More-
over, we assume node failures are transient and devise algorithms that allow failed nodes to “recover”
by synchronizing with other nodes. A recovered node acts as ifit has never failed before, and can fully
participate in message forwarding.
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1 Introduction

Publish/subscribe(P/S) is a message-oriented communication paradigm that deals with selective de-
livery of publication messages from data sources, i.e.,publishersto interested consumers, i.e.,sub-
scribers. Distributed P/S systems have gained much attention in bothindustry and academia mainly
due to their high scalability to serve a large number of clients (publishers and subscribers) [9, 7, 8, 2].
However, the reliability aspect of this model which is crucial for widespread adoption in critical appli-
cation areas (e.g., financial markets, military, and the health sector) needs further investigation. In fact,
we show later in this paper that in absence of effective reliability mechanisms, the routing strategies
(content-based and topic-based routing) employed in standard distributed P/S systems can lead to loss
of publication messages even in failure-free scenarios. This problem is further exacerbated under crash
failures of multiple nodes in the P/S system. Previous attempts to deal with failures are either unable to
prevent publication loss [8, 6], or need special deploymentprocedure, to set up dedicated backup nodes
for each primary node [2]. In contrast, our approach relies on a transparent replication scheme that can
reliably tolerate and recover from multiple node failures.

We refer to this feature as theδ-fault-tolerance, and guarantee that within the scope of the reliability
specification, all operations of aδ-fault-tolerant P/S system can be performed successfully provided that
the number of simultaneous node failures do not exceedδ.

A general definition of reliability is given in the IEEE Standard Computer Dictionary as “the ability of
a system or component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specified period of
time”[1]. We tailor this definition to our context, and characterize the reliable behavior of a distributed
P/S system as duplicate-free and per-source in-order delivery of publication messages toall matching
subscribers. To designate the exact moment in time from which the system is able to provide this
guarantee, we rely on an explicitconfirmationmechanism. More specifically, for each messagem issued
by a client to perform an operation, e.g., subscribe, the system replies with aconfirmationmessage,
Confm asserting successful completion of the requested operation.

We consider three main categories of operations: join, publish, and subscribe. To construct a P/S
network and set up topology links, brokers and clients perform a join operation upon arrival, which
updates thetopology routing informationof all the nodes that are within distanceδ+1 of the joining node.
The subscribe operation is carried out by subscribers via issuing a subscription. Consequently, receipt
of the corresponding confirmation message at the client signals start of the reliable system guarantee.
This approach effectively prevents the anomalous execution scenario illustrated in Section 3. Finally,
publishers carry out the publish operation by issuing a publication message which is forwarded through
the network towards thematchingsubscribers. Confirmation message for a given publication indicates
successful delivery of the publication to all non-faulty matching subscribers according to the reliability
specification.

Since failures are a reality in distributed systems, we devise afault-tolerant forwardingalgorithm in
order to ensure reliability in the case of node failures. Ourapproach can effectively bypass failed nodes
in the topology, allowing all system operations to be performed successfully in presence of up toδ si-
multaneous failures. More specifically, each piece of routing information is replicated transparently on
δ + 1 nodes along the message forwarding path. The non-faulty copies are used if the other copies are
not available due to failures. Furthermore, if failures aretransient, we allow failed nodes to recover by
receiving missed messages, and synchronizing the routing information. We only assume that a recover-
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ing node is able to identify1 nodes previously within distanceδ + 1. Upon completion of the recovery
procedure, the recovering node is able to fully participatein message forwarding as if it had never failed
before.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) we formally define a two-level consistency prop-
erty of the routing information among nodes; (ii ) we propose a generic forwarding algorithm that is
applicable to all types of multicast messages, and further refine it to individual types; (iii ) we present a
fault-tolerant forwarding algorithm that uses the consistent routing information to bypass any chain of
up toδ consecutive failed nodes; (iv) we propose a recovery algorithm in order to bring the routing infor-
mation of a failed node back into consistency as it recovers;(v) we devise a scalable duplicate detection
algorithm that only uses partial information about a message’s forwarding path.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 givesa short background overview; in Sections
3 we demonstrate an unreliable scenario in a typical P/S system that leads to incorrect loss of some
publications; in Section 4 we describe our model, preciselyspecify reliable behavior of P/S system,
and formally define the consistency of routing information.Furthermore, we propose the forwarding
algorithms for different types of multicast messages. The fault-tolerance forwarding, and duplicate
detection algorithms are presented in Section 5. Section 6 covers the recovery procedure. Section 7
gives an overview of the related work, and Section 8 presentsthe conclusions. The proof of correctness
is given in Appendix A.

2 Background

A distributed publish/subscribe system is composed of an interconnected network of brokers, and a set
of publishing and subscribing clients that connect to this network. Publishers issue publication messages,
and send them to a network broker. The P/S system is responsible to deliver the publications to those
subscribers that have issued amatchingsubscription. A publicationmatchesa subscription when the
attribute-value pairs in the publication evaluate all predicates of the subscription totrue. Based on the
expressiveness of the subscription language, P/S systems are typically broken into two types: those that
performtopic-basedmatching and those that performcontent-basedmatching. The former restricts the
subscriptions to specify atopic as the only predicate; whereas the latter allows subscriptions to contain
a conjunction of multiple predicates with a wide range of operators, such as<,≤, >,≥, or even string
operators.

Since publishers and subscribers are likely to be attached to different brokers, delivery of publication
messages requires routing through the broker topology. Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the P/S
middleware to ensure that publications are delivered to allsubscribers with matching subscriptions, and
there is no delivery of publications to a subscriber unless it has a matching subscription. Without getting
into the implementation details, a typical P/S system wouldlayout the brokers in a tree-based network
and propagate individual subscription messages throughout the network as they are issued. Any broker
forwards the subscription to farther nodes downstream and also stores the id of the broker that it received
the message from. This effectively constructs a routing path, between the subscriber and any other node
in the network. Using this information, publication messages areforwarded towards their matching
subscribers hop-by-hop in the reverse direction.

1This is done via restoring data from persistent storage or bycontacting a topology directory repository, and is out of the
scope of this paper.
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3 Unreliable System Example

In this section, we present runtime execution of two distributed P/S systems that depict anomalous
andunreliablebehaviors.

3.1 Content-Based P/S System

Figure 1(a) illustrates the network topology of the system where there is onlyonepath between each
pair of nodes. In this system,S1 is a subscriber issuing subscriptions1 that matches publicationsp1,
p2, andp3 from P , andS2 issues subscriptions2 which only matchesp1. In this scenario, brokerB2
falsely suppressesp2 and only forwardsp1, andp3 towardsS1. The details are illustrated in Figure 1(b),
where each axis corresponds to one message over time. The filled circles indicate initial generation of
the message from a client, and subsequent crosses on the axesrepresent arrival of the messages at other
network nodes. False suppressions ofp2 is shown by an empty circle on its corresponding axis.

As it can be seen in the diagram, brokerB1 forwardsp1 while it is unaware of the subscriptions1.
In fact,p1 is forwarded due to a side effect ofs2 which was present at the time. On the other hand,p2
does not matchs1 and sinceB2 is still unaware ofs1, it is suppressed. Finally,s1 arrives atB2, and the
following publications are not lost.

3.2 Topic-Based P/S System

We use the same network topology illustrated in Fig 1(a), andpresent the execution trace of the system
in Fig 1(c). SubscribersS1 andS2 both subscribe to the same topic, and hence presence ofS2 at broker
B2 prevents suppression ofP1. SinceS2 is removed shortly afterwards by an unsubscription message,
US, P2 will not match any subscriptions and is dropped atB2. Finally, S1 arrives atB2 and the third
publication is correctly forwarded toB1.

We identify the cause of this problem as inconsistent routing information corresponding to subscrip-
tion from S1. While brokerB1 was aware of this subscription, brokerB2 had not received it yet. We
hence argue that arrival of any number of publications atS1 must not be interpreted as thestart of the
reliable P/S service. We further propose that the client (subscriberS1) must be notified explicitly by the
system on when the reliability guarantees can be provided. For this purpose, we rely on confirmation
messages in our approach. In the following sections, we formally define the consistency property per-
taining to forwarding of different types of messages, and present algorithms that ensure correct delivery
of messages even in presence of node failures.

4 Reliability

4.1 Model and Notation

To simplify presentation, we initially ignore the distinction between clients and brokers, and refer to
them asnodes. Since clients do not participate in routing the same way thebrokers do, we will later
elaborate on how to refine clients to operate with only a subset of this functionality. We model each
node as a process, a communication layer, and a failure detector module. The process executes one
of the presented algorithms, and uses the communication layer to send/receive messages to/from other
nodes over a network. We assume each node is assigned a globally unique identifier,nodeId, which
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Figure 1. Sample runtime traces of a typical content-based P /S system, where intermediate publica-
tions are lost.

also serves as an address to communicate with it2. We considertransientnode failures, i.e., nodes may
fail at some point in time, and thenrecoverat a later time. The process of a failed node stops executing
any instructions, and its communication layer is unable to send/receive any messages. Furthermore,
all the data internal to the node’s process and all messages in the communication layer are lost. If a
node recovers from a failure it starts to execute arecovery procedure. We use the terms faulty node
and failed node interchangably, and assume that any node maycrash an unlimitted number of times.

2For example, in an IP network, it is reasonable to usenodeId = 〈IP address, Port number〉.
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Figure 2. Node operational states.

Fig 2 illustrates different operational states of a node at any point in time. TheOPERATIONALstate
corresponds to the state of a non-faulty node that operates normally and executes thereliable forwarding
algorithm (Section 4), whereas, theFAILED models the state of a crashed node that does not execute
any algorihtms. TheRECOVERINGstate on the other hand, is an interim state during which the node
executes therecoveryprocedure. The node may fail while recovering. However, upon completion of the
recovery procedure, the state transition toOPERATIONALtakes place.

We use thedataX , andprocedureX() notations to respectively refer to a data structure, and a piece of
algorithm executed by the process of nodeX. For any pair of nodes,N andM , we useαM

N to refer to
N ’s view of the operational state atM . Due to network delays, this view may not be accurate at all times.
Furthermore,αM

N = FAILED if N is unaware ofM ’s state. To maintain consistency in notation, we
useαN

N to allow algorithms executed at nodeN to access or update its own operational state.
The communication layer of a node is composed of a FIFO input queue to receive messages, and zero

or more FIFO output queues used to send messages.ConnectionsN is a set ofnodeIds representing
nodes thatN maintains a connection to. For eachX, X ∈ ConnectionsN , there is an associated output
queue in the communication layer ofN that is solely used to send messages toX. As nodeIds are
added/removed fromConnectionsN , corresponding output queues are creaded/destroyed. Messages
aretransmittedby being dequeued from an output queue of the sending node andenqueued at the input
queue of the receiving node. We assume that the communication links retain the message order, and are
also reliable, i.e., unless the receiving node fails, no message is lost while in transit between queues. The
process of a node,sends/receives messages, by simply performing an equeue/dequeue operation on the
corresponding output/input queue of its communication layer. Furthermore, messages may be tagged as
low priority; the dequeue operation on all queues ensures that the highest priority message closest to the
head of the queue is always removed first.

We assume that the process atN can execute the instruction “Start failure detector with
M ”, to monitorM ’s operational state. If the failure detector detects failure ofM , it will notify the pro-
cess atN , by executingαM

N ← FAILED. Other than what has been stated so far, and the requirements
of the particuar failure detector implementation used, e.g., link delays, we do not make any further as-
sumptions about the network communication links. In the rest of this section, we will introduce the
notation that we adopt in the subsequent sections.

We explicitly distinguish between two types of links: acommunication linkcorresponds to a directed
edge in the topology, and is used to send/receive messages between its endpoint nodes. A communication
link from nodeX to Y is created whenX addsY to ConnectionsX . On the other hand, atopology link
between nodeX andY is created during ajoin operation and represented as

←→
XY . Topology links are

undirected, and we have
←→
XY =

←→
Y X. Furthermore, the set of all topology links construct a spanning

tree in the graph of all successfully joined nodes.
←→
XY ∗ is a markedcopy of

←→
XY and represents a
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communication link created while a join operation is in progress. By the time, the join operation is
complete

←→
XY ∗ is replaced by

←→
XY .

For any pair of nodes,A andB in this graph, thetopology path, P (A,B), or simplyP is an ordered
non-empty list of node identifiers that fall along the path oftopology links connectingA to B. d(A,B)
represents the length of this path, and we refer to theith node on this path byP [i]. We haveX ∈
P (A,B) ⇔ (∃i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d(A,B) ∧ P (A,B)[i] = X). Finally, P (A,B) is a δ-path if and only if
d(A,B) ≤ δ. Theappendδ(item, l) operation, addsitem to the end of listl, possibly removing the item
at the head of the list if its length exceedsδ.

Each messagem generated at a source nodeS is uniquely identifiable by its ID,mid = 〈S, sourceMsgId〉,
wheresourceMsgId is a locally unique identifier from a totally ordered set3. If m andm′ are messages
from the same source, andm preceedsm′, we have:

mid.sourceMsgId ≺ m′

id.sourceMsgId

Duplicate messages are two copies of the same message, and wehaved andd′ are duplicatesif and only
if did = d′

id. The sender of a messagem can be identified bym.sender which is updated automatically
at the timem is being enqueued in the output queue. Furthermore, any messagem has a typeT (m),
whereT (m) ∈ {J, SUB, PUB,ConnectionRequest, SynRequest,
JoinRequest, CloseConnection, Confirmation, Status,
Guided,REJOIN}. We refer toJ , SUB, PUB asmulticastmessages, i.e., a receiving node may
decide to forward them to some other nodes. All other types ofmessages are meant to be sent and
recieved between individual pairs of nodes, and are hence non-multicast (unicast). For any multicast
messagem, the recipient setof m at nodeN , Γm

N , is a set of node identifiers thatN wishes to deliver
the message to. This set is typically computed by a function,RCPT

T (m)
N (m), based on the type of

message, andN ’s internal routing information. To make an analogy, in a traditional P/S systems, ifm is
a subscription message, then the computed recipient set at brokerB would contain all the neighboring
brokers excluding the sender ofm. Likewise, if m is a publication message, then the recipient set
would contain all local clients and neighboring brokers ofB that had previously forwarded a matching
subscription message. Furthermore,N is responsible to either directly or indirectly deliver themessage
to all members of this recipeint set. For any multicast messagem at nodeN , aConfirmation message,
Confm, is generated atN indicating successful delivery ofm to all non-faulty members ofΓm

N .
If N is a successfully joined node in the topology, andN ∈ Γm

N , we say thatN is a final destina-
tion of m, i.e., a node thatm must be delivered to. The rationale behind this definition isthat in a
distributed system that deals with message forwarding, allnodes that need to receive a message must at
least be able to identify themselves as such. We formalize the goal of forwarding to deliver any mes-
sage to all of its non-faultyfinal destinations. For instance, ifp is a publication message, any matching
VALID SUBSCRIBEDsubscriberS will compute (soS is non-faulty) its own node identifier inΓp

S, and
hence is a final destination ofp.

4.2 Reliability Specification

J , SUB, andPUB are the message types associated withjoin, subscribe, andpublishoperations
respectively. Upon arrival to the system, all nodes have to successfully perform a join operation and

3This is different from totally ordered multicast.
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become aVALID JOINEDnode.VALID JOINEDnodes can then participate in message forwarding, ac-
cept other joining nodes, and issue subscriptions/publications. Subscribing clients are mainly concerned
with thesubscribeoperation. This is carried out by issuing aSUB message,s, to the connected broker.
After s is forwarded to all its final destinations the broker will send confirmation message,Conf s, back
to the client, indicating successful updates to subscription routing information in the network. At this
point, the operation is complete ands becomes aVALID SUBSCRIBEDsubscription.

The reliable P/S system specification is as follows:

For each publication message,p, issued at timet, the reliable P/S system guarantees duplicate-
free delivery ofp to all non-faulty subscribers with a matching subscription confirmed before
t. Furthermore, delivery of any publicationp′ published afterp by the same source can only
follow delivery ofp.

In the following sections we formally define the consistencyproperties that lead to realization of the
above reliability specification.

4.3 Consistency

In a δ-failure-tolerant P/S system, we consider two levels of consistency.δ-Level-1 consistency (or
simply Level-1 for short) requires that for any final destination F of a messagem, all nodes within
distanceδ + 1 of F directly identifyF as a recipient ofm4.

δ-Level-1 consistency holds⇔
(

∀m,F, F is a non-faultyfinal destinationof m⇒

(

∀N,N is non-faulty∧ d(N,F ) ≤ δ + 1⇒

F ∈ RCPT
T (m)
N (m)

))

On the other hand,δ-Level-2 consistency (or simply Level-2) extends this notion to nodes farther in the
network.δ-Level-2 requires that in addition toδ-Level-1 consistency, nodes farther thanδ + 1 from all
final destinations,F , of any messagem, recursively identify a node on the connecting path toF , which
is δ +1 hops closer toF . Fig 3 illustrates a final destinationF of a messagem which is forwarded based
on δ-Level-2 consistent routing information.

δ-Level-2 consistency holds⇔ δ-Level-1 consistency holds∧
(

∀m,F, F is a non-faultyfinal destinationof m⇒

(

∀N,N is non-faulty∧ d(N,F ) > δ + 1⇒

P (N,F )[δ + 1] ∈ RCPT
T (m)
N (m)

))

Inherent to these definitions, is that no node in the network is required to have global information
about the final destinations of any type of message. In fact, this is an important feature and accompanied
with advanced optimization techniques, can improve the scalability of the system. Furthermore, as we
see later, some types of multicast messages need only to reach nodes within distanceδ + 1 of their
sources and hence rely on Level-1 consistency. Other types of multicast messages, need to reach the
entire network, and hence rely on the Level-2 consistency property.

4This also includesF , sinced(F, F ) ≤ δ + 1.
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δ + 1 nodes δ + 1 nodes

· · · · · ·· · ·

Figure 3. The requirement of δ-Level-2 consistency for a final destination F (shaded node) of a
message m. Arrows from node A to B, implies that B ∈ RCPT

T (m)
A .

4.4 Reliable Forwarding Protocol

The reliable forwarding protocol is executed atOPERATIONALnodes and deals with delivery of
multicast message types to non-faulty final destinations. In this section, we describe the algorithm with
generality in mind, such that it applies to all types of multicast messages. In subsequent sections, we will
elaborate on the details with regard to specific message types, e.g., how the recipient sets are computed,
and how forwarding leads to updating nodes’ routing information.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the generic reliable forwarding algorithm. In failure-free executions of the
system, all forwarding nodes execute this algorithm and messages are always transmitted along the
edges of a spanning tree that correspond to the topology links. However, in case of node failures, other
algorithms presented in subsequent sections may try to resend some messages over links that are not part
of the topology tree. We avoid more details here, and only note that this may lead to arrival of duplicate
messages at receiving nodes.

In the generic reliable forwarding algorithm, nodeN , receiving a messagem, will need to make sure
that it has not previously forwarded another copy ofm. We use a local timestamp object for this purpose,
and use a duplicate detection algorithm that is presented inSection 5. Ifm is a duplicate, there are two
possibilities: (i) N has previously forwarded the first copy,m′, but has not yet sentConfm′

. In this
case, the sender of the duplicate message must receive a confirmation along with the sender ofm′ (the
first copy). This is taken care of at Line 3 by addingm.sender to a setSenderm

N which already contains
the sender ofm′. (ii ) N has already sent confirmation of the first copy, and hence needs to immediately
sendConfm to m.sender (Line 5). To distinguish these two cases,N usesProcessingListN , which is
a FIFO list of previously sent but non-confirmed multicast messages.

What follows after Line 9 deals with the first copy of any message. N initializes MsgIdm
N by a

call to timeStampN() which returns a locally unique identifier from a totally ordered set. It is used to
maintain a local order between arrived messages at nodeN . Furthermore, the input timestamp object of
N is updated by the information inm (details in Section 5);Senderm

N is initialized; andm is added to
ProcessingListN . In Line 14,N initializes the recipient set ofm, Γm

N , by computingRCPT
T (m)
N (m).

Line 15 corresponds to initialization ofOutmN by the set of closest non-faulty nodesM , thatN maintains
a connection with (M ∈ ConnectionsN ) and are on the paths to members ofΓm

N . In Line 17,N uses
a message-type-dependent function to make copies ofm, and send them to all members ofOutmN . We
will elaborate later onRCPT

T (m)
N (m) andmake copy send

T (m)
N (m) for each multicast message type.

In the while loop of Lines 19–24,N waits to receiveConfm from all members ofOutmN . If N
is a final destination ofm, it delivers the message, and updates its local routing information in Line
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Algorithm 1: Generic forwarding algorithm
Input: Messagem being forwarded atOPERATIONALnodeN
if ts objN .isDuplicateN(m) then1

if m ∈ ProcessingListN then2

Senderm
N ← Senderm

N ∪ {m.sender}3

else4

SendConfm to m.sender5

end6

Discardm //last arrived copy of m7

return8

end9

MsgIdm
N ← timeStampN()10

ts objN .update(m)11

Senderm
N ← {m.sender}12

ProcessingListN .append(m)13

Γm
N ← RCPT

T (m)
N (m)14

OutmN ←

{

X
X ∈ ConnectionsN ∧ (∃F ∈ Γm

N , X ∈ P (N,F ))∧
(

∀X ′ ∈ ConnectionsN , X ′ ∈ P (N,X)⇒ d(N,X) ≤ d(N,X ′)
)

}

15

forall X ∈ OutmN − {N} do16

make copy send
T (m)
N (m,X)17

end18

while OutmN − {N} 6= ∅ do19

forall X ∈ OutmN − {N} do20

ReceiveConfm from X21

OutmN ← OutmN − {X}22

end23

end24

if N ∈ OutmN then25

update routing information
T (m)
N (m)26

forall X ∈ Senderm
N do27

SendConfm to X28

end29

ProcessingListN .remove(m)30

Discardm, msgIdm
N , OutmN , Senderm

N , andΓm
N31

26. In Lines 27–29,N sendsConfm to the senders ofm (including senders of duplicates). Finally,
N performs a clean up by removingm from theProcessingListN , and discarding it along with its
associated temporary data structures.

When there are no failed nodes in the system, each nodeN is connected to all its neighbors in the
topology, i.e.,∀X, d(N,X) = 1 ⇒ X ∈ ConnectionsN . Thus, Line 15 of the forwarding algorithm
can be rewritten as follows:
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Figure 4. Join-state transitions of nodes.

OutmN ← {X|d(X,N) = 1 ∧ (∃M ∈ Γm
N ∧X ∈ P (N,M))}

4.5 Multicast Messages

Although the forwarding protocol of Section 1 provides a generic algorithm for all multicast mes-
sages, there are differences between message types in the computation of the recipient sets, and how
routing information is updated. In this section, we elaborate on these details by going through the oper-
ations that respectively useJ , SUB, andPUB messages.

4.6 The join operation

Nodes that are not part of the topology are initially in theDETACHEDstate. These nodes perform a
join operation on ajoin point which is an already joined node in the network5. Nodes that successfully
complete this operation becomeVALID JOINED, and we say that

←→
XY is a valid topology link if and

only if eitherX or Y has successfully completed a join operation on the other node. Thetopology
routing information, TOPN , is a set of topology links, that representsN ’s view of a portion of the
topology falling within distanceδ + 1 of N . More formally, if

←→
XY is a valid topology link, andN is a

VALID JOINEDnode, we have:

d(X,N) ≤ δ + 1 ∧ d(Y,N) ≤ δ + 1⇔
←→
XY ∈ TOPN (1)

Furthermore,N usesTOPN to compute topology paths betweenVALID JOINEDnodes at distanceδ+1
from itself.

The join operation ensures that Eq.1 holds for allVALID JOINED nodes, and is organized in two
phases. Figure 4 illustrates the nodes state transitions during join, and Algorithm 2, illustrates the pro-
tocol of the first phase. ADETACHEDnodeN initiates the join operation by sending aJoinRequest

message,jReq, to a join pointM6. jReq.link contains the information about the new link,
←−→
NM . The

join point M , receivesjReq, and retrieves the topology link.M adds
←−→
NM to TOPM as amarkedlink

to TOPM . Finally, M computes a partial set of its own topology routing information, PAR TOPN
M ,

and sends it to back toN . PAR TOPN
M contains topology links that have endpoints at distanceδ of M

(these nodes are hence within distanceδ + 1 of N ). N receives the partial topology routing information
and concludes the first phase of join by assigning it toTOPN . At this pointN becomes anATTACHED
node in the system.

5Join points can be discovered by means of a naming service. This discussion is outside the scope of this paper.
6In this paper we do not address the discovery of join points.
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Algorithm 2: Joinoperation – Phase 1

Joining node N Join point M
//N is DETATCHED
//T (jReq) = JoinRequest

jReq.link ←
←−→
NM∗

αM
N ← OPERATIONAL

Start fault detection withM
ConnectionsN ← {M}
SendjReq to M

ReceivejReq from N
link ← jReq.link
TOPM ← TOPM ∪ {link}

PAR TOPN
M ←

{

←→
XY

←→
XY ∈ TOPM∧
d(M,X) ≤ δ ∧ d(M,Y ) ≤ δ

}

αN
M ← OPERATIONAL

Start fault detection withM
ConnectionsM ← ConnectionsM ∪ {N}
SendPAR TOPN

M to N
ReceivePAR TOPN

M from M
TOPN ← PAR TOPN

M

//N becomes ATTACHED

In the second phase of the join operation,N uses the reliable forwarding algorithm (Algorithm 1) to
deliver aJ message,j, to topology nodes within distanceδ + 1. This effectively enables these nodes
to know about the new joined node by locally storing the newlycreated topology link. Furthermore,N
receives the subscription routing information currently present in the network via invoking a synchro-
nization procedure with the join pointM . This step is only needed ifN is a broker node, and we will
describe it in detail in Section 6. Upon completion of these operations,N becomes aVALID JOINED
node and can issue subscriptions, publications, and acceptnew joining nodes.

TheJ message,j, issued as part of join operation is initialized and forwarded as follows:j.operation =

JOIN , andj.link =
←−→
NM . The final destination ofj corresponding to joining ofN to M , are all nodes

within distanceδ of the join point, and we have:

X is a final destination ofj ⇔ d(X,M) ≤ δ

The recipient sets at forwarding nodesB are computed as follows:

RCPT J
B(j) :

begin

TOPB ← TOPB ∪ {j.link∗}

return

{

X
d(X,M) ≤ δ ∧B ∈ P (X,M)∧

(∃Z,
←→
XZ ∈ TOPB)

}

end
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In other words, the recipient set ofj (j.link =
←−→
NM ) at nodeB consists of all nodes that are covered by

B’s topological routing information, and have aδ-topology-path toM that goes throughB. Furthermore,
the
←−→
NM∗ is added toTOPB (as a marked link).

A call to make copy sendJ
B(j,M) simply sendsj to M , and is as follows:

make copy sendJ
N(m,M) :

begin

Sendj to M
end

Finally, update routing informationJ
B(j) is called by all final destinations,B, to update the local

topology routing information:

update routing informationJ
B(j) :

begin

if j.operation = JOIN then

TOPB ← TOPB − {j.link∗} ∪ {j.link}
end

In effect, this function adds the topology link,j.link, to TOPB replacing any marked copy of it.

4.7 The subscribe operation

The subscribing clients are the only nodes in the P/S system that perform this operation by generating
a subscription messages of type SUB. The message containss.from and s.predicates fields: the
former is initialized with the source identifier, and the latter specifies the subscribing source’s interest in
receiving publications. All nodes in the network must be aware of this subscription in order to (prevent
the anomalous scenario presented in Section 3) and be able toforward matching publications towards
the subscriber. Thus, the final destination of any subscription s is as follows:

∀N, s,N is VALID JOINED ⇔ N is a final destination ofs

At nodeN , the recipient set ofs is computed as follows:

RCPT SUB
N (s) :

begin

return
{

X N ∈ P (X, s.from) ∧ (∃Z,
←−−−−−−→
(s.from)Z ∈ TOPN)

}

∪ {N}

end

In other words, the recipient set ofs at nodeN contains any node in the portion of the topology that is
covered byTOPN , and connects tos.from via a path throughN . These nodes are in the subtrees rooted
atN , other than the subtree that sends to N . NodeN forwardings callsmake copy sendSUB

N (s,M) to

13



send a copy ofs to M , and is as follows:

make copy sendSUB
N (s,M) :

begin

s′ ← s.clone()
if d(N,M) + d(N, s.from) ≤ δ + 1 then

s′.from← s.from
elseif d(N,M) + d(N, s.from) > δ + 1 then

s′.from← P (N, s.from)[d(N,M)− (δ + 1)]
end

Sends′ to M
end

Intuitively, if M is more thanδ + 1 hops away froms.from, it will receive a copys′, such thats′.from
is a node on the connecting path betweens.from andM , and at distanceδ +1 of M . On the other hand,
if s.from is closer toM thanδ + 1, then the message that is sent toM is exactly similar tos (except for
s.sender).

update routing informationSUB
N (s) is called by all final destinations,N , to update the local sub-

scription routing information as follows:

update routing informationSUB
N (s) :

begin

SUBS SETN ← SUBS SETN ∪ {〈s.predicates, s.from〉}
end

4.8 The publish operation

The publishing clients are the only nodes in the P/S system that perform this operation by generat-
ing PUB messages. In contrast toJ andSUB message types,PUB messages are only forwarded.
A PUB message,p, containsp.attrV alSet which is a set of attribute-value pairs used to evaluate
the predicates of subscriptions. Furthermore, the final destinations ofp, is a dynamic subset of all
VALID SUBSCRIBEDsubscriptions that matchp. For publication messagep, and subscriberS, we
formalize this as follows:

∀S, p, S is a final destination ofp⇔

(

∃s, s is VALID SUBSCRIBED∧ s.source = S∧
matches(p.attrV alSet, s.predicates)

)

Furthermore, at any nodeN , the recipient set ofp is computed based on the subscription routing infor-
mation,SUBS SETN , as follows:

∀N, p,X ∈ RCPT PUB
N (p)⇔

(

∃〈pred,X〉 ∈ SUBS SETN ∧matches(p.attrV alSet, pred)
)

To give further intuition about the recipient set of aPUB message, Figure 5 illustrates a simple
network of one publisher,P , and four subscribers,S1, S2, S3, andS4. An arrow, from nodeA, to
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P1

N1

N2 N3

S1 S2 S4S3

(a) δ = 0

P1

N1

N2 N3

S1 S2 S4S3

(b) δ = 1

N1

N2 N3

S1 S2 S4S3

P1

(c) δ = 2

P1

N1

N2 N3

S1 S2 S4S3

(d) δ = 3

Figure 5. RCPT PUB
X (p) of a publication p from P1 matching subscriptions from S1 and S4 for

different values of δ. An arrow from A to B implies B ∈ RCPT PUB
A (p).

Node
RCPT PUB

node (p)
δ = 0 δ = 1 δ = 2 δ = 3

P1 {N1} {N2, N3} {S1, S4} {S1, S4}
N1 {N2, N3} {S1, S4} {S1, S4} {S1, S4}
N2 {S1, N1} {S1, N3} {S1, S4} {S1, S4}
N3 {S4, N1} {S4, N1} {S1, S4} {S1, S4}
S1 {S1, N2} {S1, N1} {S1, N3} {S1, S4}
S2 {N1} {S1, N1} {S1, N3} {S1, S4}
S3 {N3} {S4, N1} {S4, N2} {S1, S4}
S4 {S4, N3} {S4, N1} {S4, N2} {S1, S4}

Table 1. Computed recipients sets of all nodes in Figure 5 for different values of δ.

B illustrates the fact that for a publicationp that is being handled atA, B ∈ RCPT
T (p)
A (p). In this

particular example, the publication being handled only matches subscriptions fromS1 andS4. The
Figure illustrates the situation under various values ofδ. Table 1 summarizes the computed recipient
sets at different nodes.

PUB messages do not contribute to the routing information at nodes, andupdate routing informationPUB
N (p)

simply delivers the publication messagep to the subscriber (sinceN is a final destination ofp).

5 Fault-Tolerance

We now consider the possibility of node failures. We define the δ-fault-toleranceproperty of a P/S
system, as its ability to provide the P/S reliability guarantees (Section 4.2), and perform all operations
in presence of up toδ non-OPERATIONAL7 nodes. We configure the system to establishδ-Level-1 con-
sistent topology routing information andδ-Level-2 consistent subscription routing information. Using

7FAILED or RECOVERING.
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Figure 6. Fault-tolerance forwarding bypasses faulty node s (filled circles represent final destina-
tions).

the replicated nature of these consistency properties, nodes can identify and connect to their closest non-
faulty nodes by skipping any chain of at mostδ consecutive failed nodes. The (non-confirmed) messages
are then (re-)send towards final destinations via the new routes that bypass failed nodes. Figure 6 illus-
trates the general idea. As we prove in Appendix A, using thisapproach all system operations (including
subscribe and publish) can be successfully carried out withup to δ simultaneous failures and the P/S
reliability requirements are met.

If there are no failures,VALID JOINED nodes maintain communication links to their immediate
neighbors in the topology. Furthermore, communication links are monitored by failure detectors, and
failure of any nodeM detected by any connecting peerN invokesfailureDetectedN(M). This algo-
rithm is illustrated in Algorithm 3. In this section, we assume N is in theOPERATIONALstate, and
postpone the case in whichN is a RECOVERINGnode to Section 6.failureDetectedN handles the
failure ofM in two stages. In the first stage, Lines 1–12,N updates its communication link information,
and further computes a set of nodes,NewPeers, to connect to. Each nodeX ∈ NewPeers is an im-
mediate neighbor ofM that is farther away fromN thanM . If there is no previous communication link
to X, N assumes thatX is OPERATIONAL, and establishes a new communication link toX by sending
a ConnectionRequest message. At the receiver, aConnectionRequest message is handled according
to Algorithm 4.

The next stage to handle failure ofM (Lines 17–27) deals with retransmission of any message,
m, that was previously sent toM but has not yet been confirmed, and we have:M ∈ OutmN , and
m ∈ ProcessingListN . NewOutmN contains the new peers ofN that fall on the paths to members of
Γm

N , and hence can be used to deliverm to final destinations. For all these message in order,N updates
OutmN and send the message to the nodes inNewOutmN .

Duplicate Elimination: Unconfirmed messages that are re-sent by nodeN to bypass a failed node
M may arrive at the receiving peers as duplicate messages. This is caused by the fact thatM had the
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Algorithm 3: failureDetectedN(M)

Input: Failed nodeM (detected by nodeN )
begin1

OpM
N ← FAILED2

Stop failure detection withM3

ConnetionsN ← ConnectionsN − {M}4

NewPeers← {X|
←−→
XM ∈ TOPN ∧M ∈ P (N,X)}5

if αN
N = OPERATIONAL then6

forall X ∈ NewPeers ∧X /∈ ConnectionsN do7

αX
N ← OPERATIONAL8

Start failure detection withX9

ConnectionsN ← ConnectionsN ∪ {X}10

SendConnectionRequest to X11

end12

else if αN
N = RECOV ERING then13

forall X ∈ NewPeers do14

synchronizeToN(X)15

end16

SynchN ← SynchN − {M}17

end18

while (m← ProcessingListN .getNext()) do19

if M ∈ OutmN then20

NewOutmN ←
{

XX ∈ NewPeersN ∧ (∃Y ∈ Γm
N , X ∈ P (N, Y ))

}

21

OutmN ← OutmN ∪NewOutmN − {M}22

forall X ∈ NewOutmN do23

make copy sendT (m)(m,X)24

end25

end26

end27

end28

chance to forward the message to a number of nodes before its failure. As a result, duplicate detection
and elimination is a key element in our approach, and in this section, we propose two different algorithms
for this purpose.

Our first approach relies on theglobally unique message identifiers assigned by the source. Since
identifiers are totally ordered, each nodeN , uses a näıve timestamp objectnts objN , to keep track
of the message identifier of the “mostrecent” message received fromeach individualsource. A mes-
sage is a duplicate, if itssourceMsgId does not succeed the timestamp associated with the source
node. If the message is not a duplicate, the timestamp of the source node is updated by storing the new
sourceMsgId.

However, this approach scales poorly, and may require each node to keep track of messages from an
excessive number of sources. As a solution to this problem, we propose an enhanced approach in which
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Algorithm 4: handleConReqN(ConnectionRequest c)

Input: ConnectionRequest messagec
begin

M ← c.sender
if M /∈ ConnectionsN then

Start failure detector withM
ConnectionsN ← ConnectionsN ∪ {M}

end
end

the timestamp object only maintains information about the most recent message from nodes within
distanceδ + 1.

Each multicast messagem, has an additional fieldm.visited, which is a list of at mostδ + 1,
〈nodeId, nodeMsgId〉 pairs corresponding to the lastδ + 1 nodes that forwardedm. If m bypasses
failed nodes,nil values are appended to the visited list. The algorithm to update this list is carried out
as part of the “send” operation, and is illustrated below:

i← 1
appendδ+1(〈N,MsgIdm

N〉,m.visited)
while i < d(N,M) do

appendδ+1(〈P (N,M)[i], nil〉,m.visited)
i← i + 1

end

Send m to M

Similar to the previous approach, receiving nodes maintaina timestamp object,ts obj, and update it with
the information in them.visited field of non-duplicate messages.ts objN .update(m) is as follows:

forall 〈nodeId,msgId〉 ∈ m.visited ∧msgId 6= nil do

ts objN .most recent(nodeId)← msgId
end

Finally, m received at nodeN , is not a duplicateif and only if, m.visited contains pairs that succeed the
pair with identicalnodeId in ts objN . ts objN .isDuplicate(m) is as follows:

forall 〈nodeId,msgId〉 ∈ m.visited ∧msgId 6= nil do

if msgId ⊁ ts objN .most recent(nodeId) then

Return True
end

Return False

6 Recovery

Failed nodes are likely to miss messages that contain routing information. Thus, the recovery pro-
cedure typically involves synchronization with several neighboring nodes, and ensures that the routing
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information of the recovered nodes is consistent. We assumethat a recovering nodeR retains the same
node identifier (and address) it used prior to failure, and itcan restore its topology routing information,
TOPR. While synchronization is in progress, the node participates in message forwarding by the use
of Guided messages and upon successful completion of the recovery procedure, the node becomesOP-
ERATIONAL. A Guided message,gm, encapsulates a multicast messagem, such that all fields ofm are
accessible ingm. Furthermore,gm.to is a set of (δ − 1)-paths that contain additional information on
how to forwardm. The routing information at aRECOVERINGnode is inconsistent, and may lead to
message loss. On the other hand, if the synchronization point, S, isOPERATIONAL(we elaborate on the
case whereS is itselfRECOVERINin Section 6.2), it has all the information about the final destinations
of a message within distanceδ + 1 of S. Thus, for any multicast message being sent from a synchro-
nization point,S, to aRECOVERINGnode,R, all calls tomake copy send

T (m)
S (m,R) are preceded by

the following:
if αR

S = RECOV ERING then

gm ←Guided(m)
gm.to← {P (R,X)|X ∈ Γm

S ∧R ∈ P (S,X)}
end

make copy send
T (m)
S (gm, R)

This ensures thatR will have enough information on how to further forwardm. Handling ofGuided
messages atRECOVERINGnodes is presented in Section 6.1.OPERATIONALnodes on the other hand,
extract the encapsulated multicast message, and invoke thereliable forwarding algorithm as presented
in Section 4.

Algorithm 5 illustrates the recovery algorithm executed byrecovering nodeR. TOPR is initially
used to identify a set of synchronization points,SynchR, to receive the routing information from, and
TOP ′

R andSUBS SET ′

R temporarily contain the received routing information. Once recovery is com-
plete, these sets along with the receivedGuided messages during recovery are used to initializeTOPR

andSUBS SETR. As the last step,R notifies all its connected peers about its transition to theOP-
ERATIONALstate. The synchronization algorithm, is presented in Algorithm 6. In this algorithm, the
recovering nodeR initializes a communication link with the synchronizationpoint, N , and sends a
SynRequest message. AStatus reply message and the topology and subscription routing informa-
tion are then received fromN . Finally, if synchronization withN is completed successfully,TOP ′

R,
SUBS SET ′

R, andSynchR are updated. The node also forwards aREJOIN message that is for-
warded similar toJ messages to distanceδ + 1 of the source. However,REJOIN messages do not
update the topology routing information, at receiving nodes, and its sole purpose is to make sure that all
the messages that have been resent are received within distanceδ + 1 of R8. At the end,R’s transition
to OPERATIONALtakes place.

Algorithm 7 illustrates the algorithm executed at a synchronization point,N , upon receiving aSynRequest
message,s, from a recovering nodeR. It is possible thatN was previously connected toR and receives
m without having detectedR’s failure. As a result,N tears down the connection, and stops the failure
detector. Furthermore, there might be messages,m, that were sent toR and are not yet confirmed (i.e.,
R ∈ OutmN andm ∈ ProcessingListN ). N initializes the FIFO listPrevOutRN with all such messages

8REJOIN is used to deliberately delay the transition ofR to OPERATIONAL. This enables us to formalize the invariants
and ensure guaranteed behavior. For more information referto the correctness proof of the duplicate detection mechanism in
Section 5.
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Algorithm 5: Recovery algorithm at nodeR
Input: Restored topology routing information,TOPR

//αR
R = RECOV ERING1

SynchR ← {X|
←→
XR ∈ TOPR}2

TOP ′

R ← ∅3

SUBS SET ′

R ← ∅4

forall N ∈ SynchR do5

synchronizeToR(N)6

end7

while SynchR 6= ∅ do8

wait9

end10

TOPR ← TOP ′

R11

SUBS SETR ← SUBS SET ′

R12

Apply Guided TOPR in-order toTOPR13

Apply Guided SUBR in-order toSUBS SETR14

st.status← OPERATIONAL //T(st)=Status15

forall X ∈ ConnectionsR do16

Sendst to X17

end18

Reliably forwardrj //T(rj)=REJOIN19

while Outrj
R 6= ∅ do20

wait21

end22

αR
R ← OPERATIONAL23

while preserving the order (Lines 8–11). In Line 13,PAR TOPR
N is a subset ofTOPN and contains

unmarked topology links with endpoints farther thanN from R and within distanceδ to N . These end-
points are hence within distanceδ + 1 to R. In Line 14,PAR SUBR

N is a set of predicate-nodeId pairs
containing the subscription routing information that meetsδ-Level-2 consistency requirements fromR’s
point of view. In Lines 15–20,N establishes a connection toR, and sends its operational state along
with the routing information toR. A P/S system tends to have large number of clients, and hence
PAR SUBR

N is likely to be a very large set. In practice, transmission ofthis message may take a long
time, and hence result in a slow down of all the communicationbetween these nodes. As a result,N
sendsPAR TOPR

N andPAR SUBR
N as low priority messages. All the normal priority messages are

guaranteed to be transmitted first. Messages inPrevOutRN are sent afterwards viaGuided messages.
In Lines 24 and 25,N awaits the status reply message fromR signifying completion of recovery, and
updatesαR

N accordingly.
PAR TOPR

S andPAR SUBR
S computed at the synchronization pointS, correspond to a snapshot

of the routing information atS. Recovery may take a long time and hence there may be many messages
arriving atS that need to be forwarded towards subtrees of the topology rooted atR. The Guided
messages effectively allowR to participate in message forwarding. In contrast to regular multicast
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Algorithm 6: synchronizeToR(N)

Input: NodeN to synchronize with
begin1

// αR
R = RECOV ERING

SynchR ← SynchR ∪ {N}2

if N /∈ ConnectionsR then3

αN
R ← OPERATIONAL4

Start failure detection withN5

ConnectionsR ← ConnectionsR ∪ {N}6

end7

SendSynRequest to N8

ReceiveStatus from N9

αN
R ← Status.status10

ReceivePAR TOPR
N from N11

ReceivePAR SUBR
N from N12

TOP ′

R ← TOP ′

R ∪ PAR TOPR
N13

SUBS SET ′

R ← SUBS SET ′

R ∪ PAR SUBR
N14

SynchR ← SynchR − {N}15

end16

messages,R appends the routing information inGuided messages toGuided TOPR or Guided SUBR.
Once synchronization ends, this information is applied toTOPR or SUBS SETR accordingly. This
ensures that the routing information atR reflects not only the snapshots that were taken some while ago
at the synchronization points, but also the most current information in the messages that were forwarded
afterwards.

6.1 Handling Guided Messages

A RECOVERINGnodeR, discards all multicast messages and processesGuided messages only.
Guided messages are used to convey the information about how to forward a message to aRECOV-
ERINGnode that may potentially have inconsistent routing information. If gm is a Guided message,
R, executes a modified version of Algorithm 1 by first extracting m. The recipient set, andOutmR are
computed as follows (path information is extracted fromgm.to):

Γm
R ← {X|∃Y, P (R, Y ) ∈ gm.to ∧X ∈ P (R, Y )}

OutmR ←

{

XX ∈ ConnectionsR ∧

(

∃Y ∈ Γm
R ∧X ∈ P (R, Y )∧

(

∀Z ∈ ConnectionsR, Z ∈ P (R, Y )⇒ d(R,X) ≤ d(R,Z)
)

)}

The rest of the generic forwarding algorithm remains unchanged, except for the fact thatupdate routing information
appends the routing information inm to the FIFO listsGuided TOPR andGuided SUBR. These will
be applied after synchronization is complete (i.e., whenSynchR = ∅).

While a recovering node is synchronizing with a synchronization point, there are chances that either
one fails before completion. Once detected by the other party, thefailureDetected (Algorithm 3) is
invoked. We discussed this algorithm in Section 5 for the case whereN is OPERATIONAL. In this
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Algorithm 7: handleSynReqN(SynRequest s)

Input: SynRequest messages
begin1

R← s.sender2

PrevOutRN ← ∅3

if R ∈ ConnectionsN then4

//Possibly failure of R was not detected5

Stop fault detection withR6

ConnectionsN ← ConnectionsN − {R}7

while (m← ProcessingListN .getNext()) do8

if R ∈ OutmN then9

PrevOutRN ← PrevOutRN .append(m)10

end11

end12

PAR TOPR
N ←











←→
XY

←→
XY ∈ TOPN ∪Guided TOPN∧
←→
XY not marked∧ d(X,N) < d(X,R)∧
d(X,R) ≤ δ + 1 ∧ d(Y,R) ≤ δ + 1
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14

OpR
N ← RECOV ERING15

Start fault detection withR16

ConnectionsN ← ConnectionsN ∪ {R}17

st.status← OpN
N //T(st)=Status18

Sendst to R19

SendPAR TOPR
N andPAR SUBR

N as low priority toR20

while (m← PrevOutRN .getNext()) do21

make copy sendT (m)(m,R)22

end23

ReceivestRply from R //T(stRply)=Status24

αR
N ← stReply.status25

end26

section, we focus on the scenario where aRECOVERINGnode,N detects failure of a synchronization
point M . In this case,N has to identify a set of new peers to connect to and synchronize with (Lines
13–18 of Algorithm 3). Furthermore, as we see later in this section, a recovering node participates in
message forwarding by receivingGuided messages. As a result, any non-confirmed messages that were
previously forwarded toM (M is now failed), are re-sent to such that to bypassM (Lines 19–27).
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Figure 7. Chain of RECOVERINGnode that all receive part of their routing information from OPER-
ATIONALnode Sl.

6.2 Recovery Through a Chain of RECOVERINGNodes

In this section, we consider the case where a nodeS1 is synchronizing with a synchronization point
S2, while S2 is itself aRECOVERINGnode. Furthermore,S2 must have other synchronization point on
each direction upstream. ConsideringS3 to beS2’s synchronization point on one direction, and further
applying the same arguments. After at mostδ − 1 times application, we arrive atSl wherel ≤ δ. We
must either arrive at anOPERATIONALsynchronization point, or conclude that there is no farthernode
to proceed. This implies that ineach directionR is connected to anOPERATIONALnode (if it exists),
Sl, through a chain of zero or more synchronizingRECOVERINGnodes,S2 · · ·Sl−1. Furthermore, the
topology routing information thatR needs to receive fromO is only a subset of the toplogy routing
infromationTOP Sl

O thatO sends to its closestRECOVERINGnode,Sl−1. Thus,R can correctly receive
this information through the chain ofRECOVERINGnodes. This is illustrated in Fig 7.

Each node,Si on this chain isRECOVERINGand receivesPAR TOP Si

Si+1 from Si+1. Furthermore,
it computesPAR TOP Si−1

Si as follows:

PAR TOP Si−1

Si ←







X
X ∈

(

PAR TOP Si

Si+1∪
Guided TOPSi+1

)

∧

d(X,Si) ≤ δ







Finally, Si−1 receives this information as part of its synchronization with Si.
The subscription routing information that is sent during synchronization is similar. Any nodeSi

(1 ≤ i < l) receivesPAR SUBSi

Si+1 from Si+1 and computesSUBS SET si−1

− Si as follows:

SUBS SET si−1

Si ←
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Si+1∪
Guided SUBSi+1
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∧

d(X,Si+1) ≤ δ + 1
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∃t′ = 〈Y, pred〉∧, t′ ∈
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PAR SUBSi

Si+1∪
Guided SUBSi+1

)

∧

d(Y, Si) > δ + 1 ∧X = P (Si+1, Y )[δ + 1]











































Similar to the case where the synchronization point isOPERATIONAL, this information is sent withlow
priority. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig 7, not allRECOVERINnodes onP (S1, Sl) are necessarily part
of this chain. This may occur when the skippedRECOVERINGnode starts its recovery procedure, after
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the chain has formed. Finally, note that theGuided messages, use communication links (Connections),
and do not necessarily follow the synchronization chains.

7 Related Work

Related work falls into the following two categories, reliable group multicast, and reliable P/S sys-
tems. We discuss them in turn below. The problem of reliable publication delivery is to some extent
relevant to the traditional reliable group multicast problems. However, in practical P/S systems with a
high publication rate, it is very costly to enforce properties such as virtual synchrony [3], or total or-
dering of publication delivery. This is mainly due to the fact that each publication is delivered based
on individual subscriber’s interest, and maintenance of a sharedgroup viewfor this level of dynamism
among a large number of clients is infeasible. Thus, we believe that per-source in-order delivery, as
required by our reliability specification (Section 4), provides a reasonable balance between application
requirements and feasibility of the implementation.

In the reliable P/S literature, we give an overview of some ofthe most important related work. The
Gryphon distributed P/S system [2] introduces the concept of virtual brokers to tolerate failures. Each
virtual broker is a set of physical machines which act as identical replicas. Upon failure of a machine, its
replicas (if any) take over and re-established the affectedpublication flows. For each propagation tree,
this requires a special deployment procedure to map virtualbrokers to physical machines. In contrast,
our approach does not need special deployment procedure, and adopts a configurable and completely
transparent replication scheme that takes placealongthe propagation tree.

Snoeren et al. [9] propose an approach to build aδ-fault tolerant P/S system, by constructingδ+1 dis-
joint forwarding paths between subscribers and publishers, and forwarding publications on all redundant
paths. Thus, in presence ofδ concurrent failures, at least one forwarding path is not affected. However,
this approach incurs high bandwidth consumption. In contrast, when there are no failures our approach
sends publications alonga singleshortest path towards each subscriber. Furthermore, messages are only
re-sent when a failure is initially detected (and not afterwards).

In Hermes [8] the routing information at P/S brokers issoftstate to deal with failures. This is done by
having clients periodically renew subscriptions. However, unless the clients subscribe toall broker nodes
simultaneously, this approach does not prevent loss of matching publications. XNET [4] proposes two
schemes,crash/recoverandcrash/failover, to deal with broker failures. However, these approaches are
unable to handle multiple simultaneous failures. Cugola et al. [6] also present an algorithm to improve
the efficiency of reconfiguration in highly dynamic P/S networks. However, the proposedreconfiguration
pathapproach only strives to minimize the publication loss during a reconfiguration process, rather than
preventing it. Epidemic (gossip) algorithms have been applied to P/S systems [5], in an attempt to
improve the reliability of highly dynamic systems. However, no strict guarantees in terms of publication
delivery are provided. We believe that in a fairly stable environment, our algorithms enforce a much
stricter reliability guarantee even in presence of failures.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the reliability and fault-tolerant aspects of distributed P/S systems. We
formally defined a routing information consistency property and presented algorithms to ensure reliable
delivery of different types of messages by establishing andmaintaining consistency. Furthermore, in
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order to deal with up toδ simultaneous node failures, we proposed an approach that uses replication of
routing information to bypass failed nodes.

In our approach, the quality of service of the failure detectors plays a crucial role in ensuring fast reac-
tion to failures. While this is a common requirement of almostall approaches, our system readily reacts
to the detected failure by re-sending messages that are possibly lost due to the failure. Furthermore,
confirmation mechanism prevents the anomalous scenarios presented in Section 3, and ensures that the
reliability guarantees are met.

In this paper, we also theoretically proved that using the set of algorithms provided in this paper, all
system operations can be carried out successfully and the reliability guarantees remain uncompromised,
unless the number of non-OPERATIONALnodes exceedδ. Furthermore, we prove that the failure de-
tector mechanism is able to detect duplicate arrival of messages using only information about the last
δ + 1 hops visited by a message, even in scenarios where nodes quickly oscillate betweenFAILED,
RECOVERING, andOPERATIONALstates.
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A Correctness

In this section, we first present a Key Lemma which we use to prove some of the most important
properties of our approach, e.g., in-order, duplicate-free delivery. At the end, we prove the correctness
of the join, subscribe, and publish operations, and conludethat the reliability specification is met under
up toδ node failures.

A nodeN is skipped,if and only if, a nodeA sends a messagem to nodeB, such thatN ∈ P (A,B)−
{A,B}. TheKey LemmaandKey Corollarybelow prove that anOPERATIONALnode is never skipped.
For the purpose of the provesonly we refer to a recovering node that has successfully synchronized and
is just about to send theREJOIN message asOPERATIONAL*. The scope of this naming is while
the node is executing Lines 19–22 of Algorithm 5. This is internal to the node, and is merely a naming
practice, with no algorithmic implications9. All properties that we prove and apply toOPERATIONAL*
nodes also apply toOPERATIONALnodes.

Lemma 1. (Key Lemma) For any pair of non-faulty connected nodes,A andB, if C is an OPERA-
TIONAL* node onP (A,B)−{A,B}, thenC is connected to nodes on bothP (A,C) andP (B,C). We
formalize this as follows:

∀A,B,C, αC
C = OPERATIONAL ∗ ∧

C ∈ P (A,B)− {A,B}∧
A ∈ ConnectionsB ∧B ∈ ConnectionsA

⇒

(

ConnectionsC ∩ P (A,C) 6= ∅∧
ConnectionsC ∩ P (B,C) 6= ∅

)

Proof. Suppose the contrary becomes true for the first time att. Sinced(A,C) < d(A,B), the fact that
B ∈ ConnectionsA implies thatC has failed at some point beforet. Otherwise, an attempt to bypassC
would have never been made. There are further chances thatA andB have had failures as well. Consider
trA, trB, andtrC , as the last times prior tot, that eitherA, B, andC were still faulty. ForA andB assume
trA andtrB is 0, if they never failed. With regard to the precedence oftrA, trB, andtrC , we have one of the
following six possibilities:

i) trA ≤ trB < trC < t: At the time thatC started its recovery procedure, bothA andB were non-faulty.
Thus,C synchronizes with the closest non-faulty node, onP (C,A) andP (C,B). If C detects their
failure at any point while synchronizing or afterwards,C tries a farther node on the corresponding
paths. Since by timet, A andB never fail again,C never skips eitherA or B, and the condition
holds.

ii) trA < trC < trB < t: Assumek1 = d(A,B). SinceC never sees the failure ofA it never skipsA.
This ensures that the first condition,ConnectionsC ∩ P (A,C) 6= ∅, holds. Furthermore, sinceA
is connected toB, then all nodes betweenC andB have had failures too, and will recover at some
point. If B detects all these failures, it will connect toC, and the second condition holds. However,
if B connects toX betweenC andB, then eithertrX < trC or trC < trX . The former is a case of
(i) andC connects toP (C,X) which is a subset ofP (C,B). The latter, is another case of (ii ), in
which A, B, andC are substituted byA, C, andX. Furthermore, we havek2 = d(A,X) < k1.
In the worst case, since node distances are finite, we can apply this argument a limited number of
times. At some point we get toXi = C and the condition holds.

9We do not make any use of this in the reliablilty and fault-tolerance algorithms and protocols.
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iii) trC < trA ≤ trB < t: SinceA andB never see failure ofC, they will never skipC. ThusA ∈
ConnectionsB andB ∈ ConnectionsA cannot be true. The condition still holds.

iv) trC < trB ≤ trA < t: Similar to case (iii ).

v) trB < trC < trA < t: Similar to case (ii ).

vi) trB ≤ trA < trC < t: Similar to case (i).

In all the cases above, the condition holds. This concludes the proof.

Corollary 1. (Key Corollary) NoOPERATIONAL* node is ever skipped.

Proof. Key Lemma shows that if there is anOPERATIONAL*node,C, between any two communicating
nodes,A, andB, then there is also a sequence of communication links that connectA to C, andB to
C. Since messages are always sent to the nearest connected peers then messages fromA andB to each
other, always go throughC. Thus,C is never skipped.

A.1 Correctness of Forwarding

We now prove allOPERATIONALfinal destinations of a message will receive a message, provided
that the required level of consistency (δ-Level-1 orδ-Level-2) is already established and the number of
non-OPERATIONALnodes does not exceedδ.

Theorem 1. (Correctness Theorem) For any multicast messagem generated at timet from sourceS,
and forwarded based onδ-Level-1 orδ-Level-2 consistent routing information, a nodeN downstream
from S sendsConfm at timetN towardsS if and only if all OPERATIONAL final destinationsF of
m downstream fromN sincet have received and confirmedm, provided that no more thanδ non-
OPERATIONALnodes are present in the system at any time.

Proof. SupposeF is a final destination ofm and letN be the closest node toF on P (F, S), such that
N sendsConfm towardsS, while F has not yet receivedm.

• If m is being forwarded based onδ-Level-1: Sinceδ + 1 ≥ d(F, S) ≥ d(F,N), δ-Level-1
consistency implies that (i) if N is OPERATIONAL, it computes a recipient set form that contains
F , i.e.,F ∈ Γm

N . On the other hand, (ii ) if N is RECOVERING, N has receivedm as aGuided
message,gm from some node onP (N,S)− {N} (possiblyF ). Through a chain of zero or more
RECOVERINGnodes, anOPERATIONALnodeM ∈ P (N,S) − {N} has incorporated path
information intogm.to. Sinceδ-Level-1 consistency is establishes, andd(M,F ) ≤ δ + 1, gm.to
contains a path toF . From both (i) and (ii ), it follows atN we haveF ∈ Γm

N , andN is aware of
a path towardsF , P (N,F ). Thus,F forwardsm to the first non-faulty node onP (N,F )− {N}.
Furthermore,N awaitsConfm, from last nodeX that it forwardedm to, X ∈ OutmN . WhenN
itself sendsConfm upstream, it must have receivedConfm from X, or conclude that all nodes
onP (N,F )− {N} are failed. The latter cannot be true sinceF never fails in the interval(t, tN).
Furthermore, sinceF has not yet receivedm, X will be the closest node toF that sendsConfm

beforeF receives it. This is a contradiction, andF must have receivedm and confirmed it before
and upstream nodeN , sendsConfm towardsS.
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• If m is being forwarded based onδ-Level-2: if δ + 1 ≥ d(F, S) ≥ d(F,N), then the proof is
identical to theδ-Level-1 consistency case. Now consider the case whered(F, S) > δ + 1. Since
δ-Level-2 consistency is eatablished, (i) if N is OPERATIONAL, it computes a recipient set form
that contains eitherF , or a nodeF ′ which isδ +1 hops closer toF , i.e.,F ′ = P (N,F )[δ +1] and
F ′ ∈ Γm

N . If N is RECOVERING, it has receivedm through a chain of zero or moreRECOVERING
nodes from an upstreamOEPRATIONALnodeM . In this case,N will again try to sendm towards
F ′ such thatF ′ = P (M,F )[δ+1]. Furthermore, in both cases,N has the path information towards
F ′. Thus,N will sendm towardsF ′ via a nodeX ∈ P (N,F ′)− {N}, and we haveX ∈ OutmN .
This implies thatN could not have sendConfm to its upstream without receivingConfm from
X; or otherwise,X is a node closer thanN to F that has sentConfm to its upstream prior to
arrival of m at F . This is a contradiction, sinceN was the closest node toN that confirmedm
beforeF has receivedm.

A.2 Duplicate Detection

We say a messagem is “tagged by anOPERATIONALnode”,if and only if, there is a pair〈X,msgIdm
X〉 ∈

m.visited, andX was inOPERATIONALstate when processingm. We now prove that using a (δ + 1)-
list of visited nodes, the duplicate detection mechanism isable to track and identify duplicate arrivals of
a message.

Lemma 2. (Duplicate Detection Lemma) The duplicate detection mechanism is able to identify dupli-
cate arrival of messages.

Proof. Multicast messages are always sent in a direction that is away from their source. We use induction
on the distance of a nodeN from the source of any messagem and any of its duplicate copiesm′

(mid = m′

id). Let S = m.source = m′.source.
Basis: ∀N, d(N,S) ≤ δ + 1, N is able to identifym andm′ as duplicates.
Proof of induction basis: ifN is in distanceδ + 1 from S, both m.visited and m′.visited contain
〈S,msgIdm

S 〉. Thus,N can detectm and m′ as duplicates by updating its input timestamp object,
ts objN , using the first arrived copy, and then callingisDuplicateN on the second arrived copy (this call
returnstrue).
Induction step: If ∀N, d(N,S) ≤ k, N is able to detectm andm′ as duplicates, then∀N, d(N,S) =
k + 1, N detectsm andm′ as duplicates.
Proof of induction step: suppose the contrary is true, i.e.,d(N,S) = k + 1 > δ + 1 andN cannot detect
m andm′ as duplicates. LetP = P (P (N,S)[1], P (N,S)[δ + 1]); all members ofP are within distance
δ + 1 of N . Supposet is thefirst time a node sent eitherm or m′ towardsanynode onP , or attempted
to sendm or m′ via skipping any node onP . Furthermore, supposeT is the time by which bothm and
m′ arrive atN . We have the following facts:

i) From the way the algorithm works, every message being forwarded is tagged by at least oneOP-
ERATIONALnode (also applies to the encapsulated messages within aGuided message).

ii) No node,X, X ∈ P , can beOPERATIONALat all times in the interval(t, T ); otherwise,X would
not be skipped and would have tagged bothm andm′ (Key Corollary). Thus,N could identify the
messages as duplicates since they both have an identical entry corresponding toX.
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iii) Since in a δ-resilient system, at mostδ non-OPERATIONALnodes may exist, we conclude that
there must be at least one node onP , that has completed its recovery procedure and becameOP-
ERATIONALin the time interval(t, T ). Otherwise, either (i) or (ii) would be violated. LetR be the
first node that took the transition toOPERATIONALat timetr aftert.

iv) Not all nodes ofP that were initiallyOPERATIONALat t can fail beforeR recovers; otherwise,
(iii) is violated.

Consider allOPERATIONALnodes onP that fail wereOPERATIONALat t and will fail beforeT .
Let L be the one that fails last. Now consider all the messages thatwere sent in the interval(t, tr), in
whichL is alwaysOPERATIONALandR becomesOPERATIONALat tr. Assumer is the last message
sent toR at t(r∗) from nodeY onP (R,S) that would be enough to letR becomeOPERATIONAL*(had
all the other needed messages for this transition arrive atR beforer is processed). SinceY is sending
synchronization messages toR, it is eitherOPERATIONALor is receiving synchronization messages
from a node onP (Y, S). In the former case, it is never skipped by nodes onP (Y, S) since it isOPERA-
TIONAL; and in the latter case, again it cannot be skipped by any nodeon P (Y, S). This is because,Y
must be connected to a closestOPERATIONALnode,O onP (Y, S) to receive synchronization informa-
tion from (this information is also supplied toR). Thus, a path of communication links exist betweenR,
andO, and no message is ever sent from nodes onP (R,S) that bypasses eitherO or R. Now consider
the following cases:

I – If eitherm or m′ had been attempted to be sent toR, or bypassR by any other node beforet(r∗):
this implies, that during synchronizationR will receive m or m′. If both are received, thenR
detects them as duplicates (otherwise,R would be a closer node toS thanN that cannot detect
duplicates). Furthermore, in terms of the relative location of R andL, one of the following is
possible:

a. d(N,L) < d(N,R): R forwards one of the received copies towardsL. If L has previously
received a copy, it will discard the new one; otherwise, it will forward it towardsN . This is
also the first and only copy that is sent towardsN closer thanL. Finally, R reliably forwards
aREJOIN message,rj, and awaits receipt ofConf (rj). Since bothL, andN are non-faulty
and within distanceδ + 1 of R, they both receiverj, and update their timestamp associated
with R. By tr, R becomesOPERATIONALand unlessR fails, no other copy ofm will arrive
at N without R’s initial timestamp, which precedes the current timestampassociated withR
atN .

b. d(N,L) > d(N,R): L has beenOPERATIONALsincet, an attempt to send a copy ofm to
R, or bypass it, implies thatL, has already received the same copy and has tagged it. Thus, if
due recovery ofR, a duplicate copy ofm is sent toN , then both copies carry the same entry
for associated withL. Thus,N can detect the duplicates. Similar to the previous case, the
propagation of theREJOIN message fromR ensures that unlessR fails again, no duplicate
copy ofm is sent toN without havingR’s associated timestamp, which precedes its timestamp
updated byrj.

c. d(N,L) = d(N,R): this impliesR = L and cannot be true.
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II – If neither m nor m′ had been attempted to be sent toR, or bypassR by any other node before
t(r∗): unlessR fails again, it will receive a copy ofm and forward it towardsN . Furthermore, any
additional copies are discarded unlessR fails again (at some time beyondtr).

We have shown that all copies ofm that are sent in the interval(t, tr) can be detected atN as dupli-
cates. Now consider the next recovered nodeR′ (if it exists) which took the transition toOPERATIONAL
at timetR

′

, and apply the same argument for the interval(tr, tr
′

). It further implies that by completion
of recovery of no node onP , there is a chance thatN receives undetectable duplicates. Now letZ to be
the last node to recover (possiblyZ = R) at tz in the interval(t, T ). For the interval(tz, T ), we know
that there is no recovery, and (iii ) requires that there be a node that remainsOPERATIONAL. This node,
H, must have been recovered at least once sincetz. In the above discussion, we have also illustrated that
undetectable duplicate arrivals cannot take place as long as the recovered node remainsOPERATIONAL.
This is also true forH. Thus, by timeT , N is able to detect all duplicate arrivals ofm.

A.3 In-order Delivery

Now we prove that arrival of messages from the same source, follows the order they were generated
from the source. In fact, we show that the order of messages along their path to any final destination
never changes.

Lemma 3. (Ordered Delivery Lemma) For all non-identical multicast messagesm andm′ from the
same source that arrive at a final destination nodeF , the order of delivery is the same as the order of
generation at the source.

Proof. Let S = m.sender = m′.sender, t andt′ respectively be the arrival times ofm andm′ at F .
There are three algorithms that involve a multicast messagem being sent fromS to a final destination
F .

1. Reliable forwarding algorithm: adds a message to a FIFO list ProcessingList, enqueues it on a
FIFO output queue, sends it over a FIFO communication link, and dequeue it from a FIFO input
queue at the receiver.

2. Fault-tolerant forwarding algorithm: considers messages inProcessingList in-order, enqueues
the messages in a FIFO output queue while preserving the order, sends the messages in-order over
a FIFO communication link, and dequeues the messages from a FIFO input queue at the receiver
(if transmission was successful)

3. Synchronization algorithm (at the synchronization point): a combination of the reliable forward-
ing algorithm, and the fault-tolerant algorithm that both usesGuided messages to transmit mul-
ticast messages. However, again messages in theProcessingList of the synchronization point
are processed in-order. Furthermore, other messages that arrive afterwards are added to the
ProcessingList in-order, and follow the previous ones on the list.

Now suppose the contrary is true, andF receivesm′ first. SinceF is a final destination ofm andm′,
the Forwarding Theorem requires thatF receives bothm andm′. Thus, we must havet′ < t. This
implies that by timet, no upstream node fromF , will receive the confirmation ofm. Thus, all these
nodes,X, that have receivedm and forwarded it downstream still havem in their ProcessingListX .
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Now consider the messagesm andm′ that pass through a sequence of operations as mentioned above
to travel toF . Furthermore, by timet no upstream node fromF ever receivesConfm (sincem has not
yet been received byF ), nor removesm from itsProcessingList. Thus, on all the upstream nodes that
forwardm′ towardsF , m has been received first. This is due to the fact that all operations listed above
preserve the order of messages, and sincem is never removed fromProcessingList of any node,m′

follows m at all times. SinceF receivedm′ prior tom, this is a contradiction, and the proof is complete.

A.4 Recovery

In this section, we show that by the time a previously failed node recovers (becomesOPERATIONAL)
it has consistent topology and subscription routing information, as if it had never failed before.

Lemma 4. The routing information,TOPR and SUBS SETR at a recovered nodeR is respectively
δ-Level-1 andδ-Level-2 consistent. Furthermore, at the timeR takes the transition toOPERATIONAL
no unconfirmed messages still in transit may cause the routing state atR to violate the consistency
requirements.

Proof. Let TR be the timeR completes its recovery procedure, and consider the networkin the interval
(0, TR). Now consider the sequence of recovered nodes in this interval, R1, · · · , Rl, whereRl = R.
Furthermore, letTRi be the time nodei in this sequence recovers. We first prove that the routing state is
consistent atTR1.

NodeR1 has been synchronizing with zero or moreOPERATIONALnodes in order to get the topology
and subscription routing information. Consider the chain ofRECOVERINGnodes that lead to one of
theseOPERATIONALnodesO, as illustrated in Fig 7. The multicast messages that have arrived atO
since time0 are either confirmed, and thus updated inO’s routing information, or are not yet confirmed.
Since there is no node that has recovered prior toR1, thusO has beenOPERATIONALever since it joined
the network. By the Key Lemma, noOPERATIONALnode is ever skipped. Thus,O misses no messages,
including the ones that must have been forwarded toR1. Now lettWO be the time whenO first received the
SynRequest from W , the closest node on the chain of recovering nodes ofR1. LetALLtW

O

be all theJ ,
SUB messages distined toR1, that arrived atO prior to tWO . Furthermore, letALL CONFIRMEDtW

O

be a subset ofALLtW
O

that has been confirmed bytWO . SinceR1 is a final destination of allm ∈

ALL CONFIRMEDtWO , W is also a final destination ofm. Thus, the recovering nodeW receivesm
from O as part of its recovery asPAR TOPW

O or PAR SUBW
O . Furthermore, each node on the chain,

Si (whereW = Slast−1 andR1 = S1) except forO, is also a final destination of the message that added
corresponding entries toPAR TOP Si

Si+1 andPAR SUBSi

Si+1 , and receives it fromSi+1. Thus, byTR1,
R1 has already received routing information on behalf of all messages inALL CONFIRMEDtW

O

.
Now consider the messages distined toR1 that have arrived atO by timetWO but not yet confirmed, i.e.,

ALLtW
O

−ALL CONFIRMEDtW
O

. All these messagesm are still inProcessingListO, and as part of
the sychronization procedure (Algorithm 7), they are sent as Guided messages towardsR1 via Slast−1.
Furthermore, at any node,Si, on the chain this messages if added to theProcessingListSi and is sent
towardsR1 via the next non-faulty topology node (perhapsSi−1). However, if all these nodes including
the rest of the chain (Si−1, · · · , S1 = R1) is detected to be faulty, we must have reached an edge of the
network, thus the message is confirmed bySi and further added to its temporary routing information,
Guided TOPSi andGuided SUBSi . At some time later, theSynRequest message is received from
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Si−1, this information is further sent towardsSi−1 as part ofPAR TOP Si−1

Si andPAR SUBSi−1

Si , thus
R1 eventually receives it, asPAR TOPR1

S2 andPAR SUBR1

S2 .
Finally, consider all the rest of thein transit messages distined toR1 that arrive atO aftertWO . These

messages are again sent toW asGuided messages and arrive atR1 eventually (but perhaps not byTR).
If R does not receive the messages prior toTR, it will receive it unlessR fails again. This is ensured
sinceR is anOPERATIONALnode and a final destination of the message.

We have showed, that the first recovered not in the chainR1 · · ·R can correctly recover, and establish
consistent routing information. Application of the same argument for a finite number of times forR2,
R3, · · · , ensures thatR can recover without compromising the consistency of the system.

A.5 The Join Operation

The key in our approach, is the ability ofVALID JOINEDnodes to compute a topology path between
all nodes within distanceδ+1. This is ensured via the join operation, which updates the topology routing
tables. We now show the correctness of the join operations byshowing thatδ-Level-1 consistency is
established.

Lemma 5. Non-concurrent join operations establish Level-1 consistency among allVALID -JOINED
nodes in the network. Furthermore, any pair of these nodes,X andY , d(X,Y ) ≤ δ + 1 can locally
compute the pathδ-pathP (X,Y ).

Proof. To prove thatδ-Level-1 consistency property is established, we use induction on the size of the
network,size.

If size = 1, δ-Level-1 trivially holds. Now suppose that for all constructions of a network of size
k, δ-Level-1 holds. We prove that for all constructions of a network of sizek + 1, δ-Level-1 is also
achieved. For each such network, assume the last join operation carried out byN onM , prior to which
size = k. This operation took place when all other join operations were completed and all nodes were
in VALID JOINED state (non-concurrent). As a result, in the first phase of thelast join,N receives a
PAR TOPN

M that has allVALID JOINEDnodes with distanceδ of M (δ + 1 from N ). This is in fact,
all the information thatN needs to forward join messages based onδ-Level-1 consistency. Furthermore,
reliable forwarding of the join messagej, takes place at each node,X, based on their localTOPX ,
which is a superset of the computed recipient set atN , RCPT

T (j)
N (j). This guarantees thatj will be

forwarded to all members of this set. By the timeConf j propagates back towardsN ,
←−→
NM is added to

TOPX , thus all nodes within distanceδ + 1 of N , are also aware of
←−→
NM and can compute a path toN .

This ensures that by the timeN becomes aVALID JOINEDnode,δ-Level-1 consistency property holds
for forwarding ofJ messages. This concludes the proof.

Lemma 6. Concurrent join operations establish Level-1 consistency among allVALID -JOINEDnodes
in the network. Furthermore, any pair of these nodes,X andY , d(X,Y ) ≤ δ + 1 can locally compute
theδ-pathP (X,Y ).

Proof. Suppose that there were a number of join operations taking place concurrently. Consider any pair
of these operations that joining nodesN1 andN2 join, join pointsA andB repectively. Ifd(A,B) > δ,
there are no conflicts and they take place independently, as if they were taking place non-concurrently
(Lemma 5). Thus, we only need to consider the cases where0 ≤ d(A,B) ≤ δ. Ford(A,B) = 0, there
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are two nodesN1 andN2 that are joining the same nodeA, (A = B). Without loss of generality, we
can assume thatA initially receivedN1’s join request.A further adds

←−→
N1A

∗ to TOPA, and replies toN1

with PAR TOPN1

A . At any time later, whenN2 requests a join, it will know about
←−→
N1A

∗ by receiving
the updatedPAR TOPN2

A . On the other hand, whenN2 sends the join message toA in its second
phase of the join operation,A will correctly route it toN1. Furthermore,N2 will not be able to get to
VALID JOINED state withoutN1 having confirmed the join message ofN2. This ensures that by the
time the two concurrent join operations end, Level-1 consistency is met for forwarding ofJ messages.
Furthermore, bothN1 andN2 can locally computeP (N1, N2).

Now consider the case, where0 < d(A,B) ≤ δ, andA received the initial join request fromN1 at
time t1, andB received the join request fromN2 at timet2. Without the loss of generality suppose that
t1 ≤ t2. One possibility is that by timet2, N1 actually proceeds to phase 2 of join, and its join message
jN1

has arrived atB. Thus,B has added
←−→
N1A

∗ to TOPB, and by timet2, it will reply to N2 with the
updatedPAR TOPN2

B which includes
←−→
N1A. On the other hand, since all the nodes onP (A,B) have

receivedjN1
and have updated their local topology set,N2’s join message,jN2

will also be routed toN1.
This ensures that by the timeN1 andN2 receiveConf jN2 andConf jN1 repectively, Level-1 consistency
is met.

Now we consider the case whereA andB reply toN1 andN2’s join request (in phase 1) without having
received the join message of theN2 andN1, respectively. Thus, bothN1 andN2 proceed to the second
phase of join, without having any knowledge of the other party joining. Thus, by the timeA receivesjN2

it already knows about
←−→
N1A and will forward the message toN1 and wait for its confirmation. Hence,

by the timeN2 receivesConf jN2 ,
←−→
N2B ∈ TOPN1

. The same argument applies forN2 andjN1
. This

concludes the proof.

A.6 The Subscribe Operations

Subscription forwarding establishes the routing state in the network that is used to forward publi-
cations. In this section, we prove that this process establishesδ-Level-2 consistent subscription rout-
ing information used for forwarding of matching publications. (Note that the routing state stored in
SUBS SET of any node is actually used for forwarding of publications,i.e., forwarding of publica-
tions use theδ-Level-2 consistency established by the forwrading process of subscriptions).

Lemma 7. Subscription forwarding algorithms establishδ-Level-2 consistency.

Proof. For any subscriptions from subscriberS, all nodes,N , that forwards, call themake co −
py sendSUB

N (s,M) procedure to send a copy ofs′ (with a modifiedfrom field) to all nodesM down-
stream fromN . Furthermore, by Lemma 5 and Lemma 6,N is able to identify all downstream nodes,
and compute paths towards them. OnceM receives this copy, it forwardss′ further downstream. Fi-
nally, it awaitsConf s messages from those nodes, and once all confirmation messages are received,M
updates its subscription routing information, with〈s′.predicate, s′.from〉, such thats′.from points to
the subscriberS, if d(S,M) ≤ δ + 1, or else to a nodeS ′ ∈ P (M,S), which isδ + 1 nodes closer to
S. Thus, by the time theN receivesConf s from M , all OPERATIONALnodesX, downstream in the
subtree ofM have entries that can correctly identify a nodeY ∈ P (X,S) as mandated by theδ-Level-2
consistency condition. This is also true whenS receives all pendingConf s messages. At this point,S
becomesVALID SUBSCRIBEDand theδ-Level-2 consistency requirement is met.
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A.7 The Publish Operation

We now prove that the publish operation is able to deliver thepublications to matching subscribers, as
required by the reliability specification (Section 4.2).

Lemma 8. Unless there are more thanδ simultaneous non-OPERATIONALnodes in the system, using
theδ-Level-2 consistent routing information established by forwarding of subscriptions, all publications
are delivered to matching subscribers as required by the reliability specification.

Proof. Since subscription forwarding establishesδ-Level-2 for VALID SUBSCRIBEDsubscriptions
from S, it directly follows from the Correctness Lemma that the publications matchings will be de-
livered toS. Furthermore, the delivery order of publications from the same publisher to subscribers
matches the order they were published from the source. Finally, since all duplicate messages are de-
tected and eliminated using the duplicate detection mechanism of Section 5, no publication will be
delivered more than once to a matching subscriber. This ensures that the reliability specification is met,
under at mostδ simultaneous non-OPERATIONALnodes.
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